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1. Distance education (academic): 
• 6 bachelor; 13 master 
programmes 
• approx. 20000 students 
(part time: 60% working) 
 
2. CELSTEC:  
• Research & Innovation (100 fte) 
(learning sciences & technology-
enhanced learning) 
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Overview 
 
• Summary Writing 
• Visualisations & Language Technology 
• WritLe 
• Discussion 
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Summary Writing 
Summary Writing is a highly effective strategy to improve 
text comprehension, it: 
 
 enables a student to link the text contents to existing 
prior knowledge. 
 promotes self-testing which may help students to 
identify their comprehension gaps and fix them 
 directs students' attention to important content parts 
 
However, for the same reasons: 
- It is complex and takes skill to write a summary 
- It requires exercise and guidance   
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Summary Writing 
 
 Formative assessment and guidance of student work is 
crucial but heavily constrained by the available staff time 
 
 Technology can enable just in time support & (partly) 
automate the training and guidance  
 
 More and more summary writing is about hypertext: locating, 
evaluating and using multiple (on-line) text sources 
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Summary Writing 
Rule based training has been successfully applied (e.g., 
Bean & Steenwijk, 1984): 
 
1) delete unnecessary or trivial material,  
2) delete material that is important but redundant,  
3) substitute a super-ordinate term for a list of items, 
4) substitute a super-ordinate term for components of an 
action 
5) select a topic sentence (focus sentence) or invent one  
 
It works best in combination with other interventions e.g. 
visualisations (Beesly & Apthorpe, 2010) 
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Summary Writing 
7 
Writing is an important part of school, academic life and social 
life (social media).  
 
…. Feedback on writing is important but labour intensive …. 
 
 
¿ from ¿ ?   to   ? 
123 
abc 
klm 
a2c 
efg 
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Visualisation - Language Technologies 
(1) a study using word clouds and concept maps to semi-automatically 
generate graphical visual representations of articles (Berlanga et al, 2012)  
 
The authors were asked about:  
• The quality of their text visualisation 
• The value of a visualisation to compare and contrast 
 
 
(2) A set of existing texts of students in medicine (discussion on symptoms, 
diagnosis and treatments for cholestasis). Size text: 150-200 words. 
 
Objective: 
• To get a first idea on text size requirements 
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Visualisation - Language Technologies (1) 
Wordle 
Leximancer 
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Visualisation - Language Technologies 
Word clouds:  
• adequately cover a text 
• can be prepared without computationally demanding applications and 
without ‘training’ (e.g. large corpora, ‘golden text’) 
• are for user relatively easy (single focus on content as opposed to e.g. 
concept maps which also include relations) 
• are widely used, however, research in an educational context is limited 
 
 
Word clouds as such are ‘general purpose’ so we do need 
improvements/extensions: 
• Improved parsing (e.g. plurals: book-books, n-grams: secondary school, 
second world war)  
• Integrated counting & visualisation (one cloud instead of two) 
• Instructions & facilities aligned with summary writing 
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I 
II 
 
   Read & Write - Analyse & Visualise – Discuss 
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WritLe Integrated Visualisation 
< student 1  shared  student 2 > 
WritLe: 
Step 1 Input  
Step 2 Parsing 
Step 3 Comparing 
Step 4 Visualisation 
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WritLe interactions 
(note: to be developed) 
Add                                                                                 Remove 
More 
time 
Drag, drop & 
motivate 
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WritLe Next steps 
WritLe is still in its infancy. First, a “pencil & paper” evaluation will be done 
to gain qualitative feedback, with:  
 
• a first set of interactions: identify synonyms; (ir)relevant concepts, 
superordinate, mark & annotation 
   
• initial instructions 
• in Dutch (to ease experimentation) 
 
 
Next based on the results:  
• Selection of format: game, collaborative or individual task 
– Choice of text to compare with (original, peer or teacher) 
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Questions & Discussion 
Contact: peter.vanrosmalen@ou.nl 
